Welcome and Introduction | 8:00 – 8:10 a.m.
  Sylvia Nelsen, Ph.D.

SNAP Talks | 8:10 – 8:55 a.m.
  Student Engagement through Multi-Media
    Rita Patterson, D.M.D.
    Jeff Jones, MET

  Innovative Teaching via Podcast
    Mandy Mckimmy, D.N.P., FNP-AAHIVS

  Getting things done: Supporting Medical Learners with ADHD
    Emily Hillhouse, Ph.D.
    Annae Nichelson, M.A.

Information is Not Neutral, Even in Science: Explorations of Algorithmic Bias and Constructed Authority in Health and Science Knowledge Production
  Laura Ziegen, M.A., MLIS, M.P.H.
  Tova Johnson, M.P.H., M.A., MLIS

Concurrent Presentations (Choose 1) | 9:05 – 9:55 a.m.
  Teaching Clinical Judgment - A Simulation Faculty Development Session (Virtual)
    Tamara Whittle, M.S.N., R.N., CCRN
    Patti Warkentin, M.Ed., R.N., B.S.N.

  T.I.P.S. – Temperament- Inclusive Pedagogy Strategies
    Mary Fry, N.D.

  Building Better Writing Assignments: TILting Tasks towards Transparency
    Zoe Speidel, M.A.
    Sarah Keeney, M.A.

Morning Break | 9:55 – 10:15 a.m.

SNAP Talks | 10:15 – 11:00 a.m.
  Exemplar Video for Healthcare Trainees on Best Communication Practices During Patient Interactions
    Matthew Staropoli, B.S.
    Simone Prather, B.S., Med
    Juliana Sarwary, B.S.
    Chrys Buckley, B.S.

Impact of an interprofessional virtual geriatric care curriculum on the confidence and clinical knowledge of Oregon AHEC Scholars
  Laura Byerly, M.D.
Improving Clinician Wellness Through Electronic Health Record Training Optimization
Sunil Samuel, M.B.B.S., M.B.A.

Let’s Talk About Fat: Combating Fatphobia in Medical Education
Alexie Carletti, B.S.
Anna Bloom, B.S.

Keynote | 11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Anchoring our actions for equity in education
Dr. Divya Bheda, Ph.D., M.S., M.A.

Lunch & Networking | 12:00 – 1:00 p.m.

Concurrent Presentations (Choose 1) | 1:00 – 1:50 p.m.
Project ECHO®: Increasing Access to Specialty Care in Rural, Frontier, and Underserved Communities
Oregon
Maggie McLain McDonnell, M.P.H.
Dan Hover, M.D.

Removing Barriers with LGBTQ Case-Based Curriculum
Mandy McKimmy, D.N.P., FNP-C, AAHIVS

Creating Structures to Support Quality Matters Certification: Lessons learned from the School of Nursing
Zoe Speidel, M.A.
Joanne Noone, Ph.D., R.N.
Glenise McKenzie, Ph.D, R.N.
Lisa Hatfield, M.A., M.A.T., Ed.D.

Concurrent Presentations (Choose 1) | 2:00 – 2:50 p.m.
Incorporating Trauma Informed Care Curriculum in Radiation Therapy Education
Maria Thompson, M.S., RT(T)

OHSU PA Program Anti-Racism Lecture Guidance
Sarah Drummond, Ed.D.
Margot Chase, MPAS, PA-C
Emily Jacobson, MPAS, PA-C

The Virtual OSCE Examination as a Robust Assessment
David Carsten, D.D.S.
Crystal Paredes, M.S.Ed.
Jeff Jones, MET
Poster Session & Happy Hour | 3:00 – 4:20 p.m.

Awards Ceremony | 4:20 – 4:40 p.m.

Closing Remarks | 4:40 – 4:45 p.m.